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ADaMS, a groundbreaking tool developed by Accelalpha, is reshaping the way companies manage and utilize 
their data. Designed for Oracle Cloud applications like OTM (Oracle Transportation Management) and GTM 
(Global Trade Management), ADaMS simplifies the management of both master and transactional data.

Key Benefits:
• Designed and built for Oracle Cloud Applications
• Expert handling of large data sets and migration from legacy systems
• Customizable to fill gaps in Oracle Cloud applications’ data management features

ADaMS
ACCELALPHA DATA 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Seamless Data Management to Support Cloud Migration

ADaMS facilitates the smooth importation of crucial data - from third parties and destinations to shipment 
transactions - into Oracle Cloud applications. This data upload streamlines managerial and regulatory 
reporting, enhancing overall operational efficiency.

Real-World Impact:
• Successful legacy data migration to Oracle OTM and GTM Cloud To accelerate the implementation of 

Oracle Cloud applications, ADaMS will migrate your legacy data from your old ERP system to Oracle 
Transportation Management in the cloud.

• Enabled efficient shipment planning and data capture

How ADaMS Works

Revolutionize Oracle Cloud Data Handling

Overcoming Data Challenges with Innovation

Faced with the challenge of importing large datasets into Oracle GTM and OTM, Accelalpha developed 
ADaMS. This flexible tool allows the creation of custom templates for any dataset, ensuring smooth data 
migration into OTM and GTM.

Continual Growth:
• Expanded capabilities for Oracle SCM and ERP Cloud applications
• Quick addition of custom data management features

Why Choose ADaMS?

Looking Towards a Data-Driven Future

Accelalpha is committed to enhancing ADaMS with capabilities like data load for rate management. This 
ongoing development is geared towards simplifying rates and contract management processes.

Service and Pricing Options:

• Complimentary one-time deployment during Oracle Cloud application implementation

• Flexible pricing models: Subscription-based, user-based monthly subscription, or development charge 

for specific capabilities

The Accelalpha Advantage
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